**DISPATCH/FLIGHT FOLLOWING**

- Real time schedule execution and tracking
- Notification of overdue aircraft
- Ramp Out/Ramp Inn (can be interfaced to Talon’s RMS maintenance system)
- Automated billing
- Computerized mission completion (pilot log, lesson grade sheet, flight time, and next lesson review)
- Complete audit trail for all scheduled activities (who did what and when)
- Flight Information File (local NOTAMS) sign off info

**USER CUSTOMIZABLE**

ETA can be customized! The Definitions component provides the capability to define, pick lists or drop down menus, and location parameters such as supervisory requirements, account balance thresholds and much more.

**ETA**

- 100% Web Based (not emulated)
- Manage Multiple Training Locations
- Internal instant messaging
- ETA Has over 220 core reports for managing your program.
- Can download data for electronic import into legacy systems (HR, Payroll, Accounting)
- Selectable report format (HTML, EXCEL, PDF, RTF, CSV)

---

**Education & Training Administration**

- The Most Comprehensive Flight Training Management Tool Available
- 100% Internet Based
- Efficient and Improved Student Training
- Real Time Information for Managers and Flight Supervisors
- Real Time Tracking of Student Progress
- All Electronic Paperless Training Program
WHAT IS ETA?
ETA is a 100% web-based training management system designed, by Talon Systems, for the management of flight training. This web-based system offers training programs unprecedented tools for managing curriculum, student training, student records, resources, scheduling, and dispatch/flight following.

COURSE MANAGEMENT
- Develop, maintain and update training courses
- Courses can be organized by Stage, Lesson and Line Items (individual training objectives)
- Prerequisite flow ensures correct training lesson sequencing
- Define Durations, Resources, Currencies and Qualifications
- Define line time grading scale including minimum standards
- Define optimum course flow
- Tightly integrated with scheduling functions

STUDENT RECORDS
- Automated Line Item tracking to satisfactory completion
- Audits and tracks course minimum times to completion
- Records student test grades, pilot logs, grade sheets, grade sheet comments, flight times, landings and approaches
- Records and tracks student currencies and qualifications
- Automated audit of course requirements for each student in real time and at course completion
- Automatically builds Training Plan for each student
- Can tailor individual student training plans
- Complete current and graduated student records
  - Planned versus projected completion dates in real time

INSTRUCTOR RECORDS
- Track instructor currencies and qualifications
- Track instructor pass rates on student evaluations
- Manage instructor payroll and payroll adjusts
- Monitor individual instructor workload

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
- Manage all training resources (Aircraft, Simulators, Computers, Rooms, Vehicles, and Office Equipment.)
- Aircraft details include: Serial#, N#, Class, Complex, Capacity, Hobbs, Tach, Parking Spot, Turn Around Time

SCHEDULING
- Schedule and view your schedule via the Internet
- Schedule personal unavailability
- Schedule miscellaneous activities such as meetings
- Scheduling rules defined by training course design
- Verifies currencies, qualifications and grounding status
- Provides automated student schedule generation
- Can schedule admin, course, rental and refresher events
- Adjust or add to scheduled activities

CASHIER
- Costs based on user-define contract rates
- Invoices automatically generated after activity completion
- Costs elements detailed on electronic and/or paper invoices
- Merchandise sales and inventory management capability
- Surcharge feature for fuel costs, landing fees and admin fees

SECURITY
ETA provides manages the functions to grant individuals access to specific pages while restricting access to other areas of the system. For each ETA user, pages are assigned, with different levels of access (No, Read only, Limited Read, and Read/Write)

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
- All personnel biographic and demographic data
- Student information release authorizations
- Student training history
- Instructor flight experience history
- Student holds and groundings with current status
- Emergency contact information
- Student no-show records and associated status

WHY IS ETA THE BEST?
ETA is a comprehensive enterprise system that provides management and tracking tools for all elements of your flight training operation. The result is more efficient program management, increased management effectiveness and reduced flight training risk.

Efficiency
All personnel are working with real time information and making decisions based on current, relevant data. Because ETA is an internet based system, you get the efficiency of access from anywhere at anytime.

Effectiveness
ETA’s audit features and management alert features provide detailed supervisory oversight which improves the quality and effectiveness of student training.

Reduced Risk
ETA has multiple features including internal audits, qualification and currency tracking, required management/supervisory involvement and automated alerts that contribute significantly to a low risk, safe flight training environment.